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Paths to validating next-gen sequencing assays, 07/15:94

Quality control

Paths to validating next-gen sequencing assays, 07/15:94
Full-court collaboration in transition to IQCP, 09/15:01
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RFID keeps lab’s supplies on hand, just in time, 06/15:05

**Reflex testing algorithms**
Lab studies new steps in urine and anemia screening, 08/15:78
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Flexible ordering may unravel pay snags for respiratory panels, 10/15:01
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For now, first still last in primary HPV testing, 10/15:01
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Evidence drives guideline on reducing interpretive error, 07/15:60
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Hear me now? Another audition for speech recognition, 03/15:74
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Telecytopathology’s potential starting to be seen, 08/14:55
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At St. Jude, preemptive PGx tests guide prescribing, 04/15:05
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Transplantation/transplant services
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Unusual transplant-linked viral infections: ‘always be aware’, 09/15:70